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Note to the reviewers

I would like first to apologise for the delay in providing an initial response to the comments. This is attributed to unfortunate timing, since the reviews came back at the very start of the academic year in the Southern Hemisphere. I had to wait for the end of the first term to find the proper time for focusing and adequately addressing the critical comments and helpful suggestions.

In addition, I have been working on an update of the manuscript using the newly released version 4 of NOAA/NSIDC Climate Data Record of Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration (https://doi.org/10.7265/efmz-2t65). There has been a major change in this version, which is now released with the default application of temporal and spatial filters. Users would not be able to reproduce the same results from the pre-print, and the version 3 dataset is not available any more. The difference between the NSIDC CDR and OSI-450 that I highlighted in the pre-print is now much reduced, because both datasets are released with the application of various types of filters and interpolations. As indicated by Reviewer 1 and further addressed in the specific answers, I am going to include in the revised version an analysis of the impact of the various filters on the diagnosis of SIC variability and the detection of MIZ characteristics. The delay in this response was then additionally caused by my correspondence with the NSIDC data producers to make sure that it is possible to reproduce the version 3 results from version 4 (in addition to some small errors that I found in this new version that will likely be corrected in revision 4.1 of the dataset). This is still unresolved, but I am confident that it will be finalised by the time of submission of the revised version of this manuscript.

General answer to Reviewer 1

I would like to thank Reviewer 1 for the in-depth comments and critical appraisal of this work. This manuscript stems from the intent to ignite a discussion on the definition of the marginal ice zone with a direct application to Antarctic sea ice. The nature of the comments made me realise that, for the sake of avoiding a lengthy review of the literature in the introductory section, I failed to address the physical basis and supporting evidence of why a complementary (if not more appropriate) definition of the MIZ is required in the Southern Hemisphere. I have also realised the importance of a proper definition of what I
mean by ice type and variability, and how they are related to concentration, which is the only long-term information that we have available. In the revision I will make a substantial effort to explain why a threshold-based indicator of MIZ characteristics may lead to erroneous definition of sea-ice characteristics, that will be helpful in designing observational campaigns and in the implementation of sea-ice parameterizations in models. I will also give a demonstration of the explanatory power of the proposed diagnostics, offering a few case studies of direct observations from the South African cruises in 2017 and 2019.

I do recognise the limited details given on the treatment of the statistical foundation and the analysis of errors, which will be included in the revised version as I further explain in the specific comments below. I am very thankful to the reviewer for the excellent suggestions made. I have started to implement some of them and I am confident that this

In the following text, I have copied the specific comments from RC1 in italics and my answer is in normal text.

**RC1:** The study’s motivation is that existing ways to define the MIZ do not capture the physical properties of the sea ice in the Southern Ocean: “I reassess the assumption that absolute values of sea ice concentration contain information on the sea-ice type in the Antarctic…”. Throughout the MS, the author makes reference to waves, free drift sea ice, ice types, dynamical processes, “sea-ice textures”, etc, which, to be sure, might not co-vary with sea ice concentration sensed via PM and play a key physical role in Antarctic sea ice evolution. Yet the author provides no supporting information that (a) indeed, the 15-80% threshold does not co-vary with these core sea ice physical properties, or that (b) a \(\sigma\) threshold is better, or is related to “ice type” at all.

**Answer:** This is a major oversight of the present version. I made a quick reference to some of the evidence in the literature that justify the need to expand the threshold-based MIZ definition (Alberello et al., 2019; Vichi et al., 2020). They are mostly from the team of researchers I have been working with and from results obtained during winter campaigns in the Atlantic Southern Ocean. This list will be further expanded in the revised version, with the addition of more recent publications which indicate that portions of the ocean with more than 80% sea ice cover do show characteristics that are attributable to the MIZ (Womack et al., 2022, de Jager and Vichi, 2022).

**RC1:** For example, this statement in the discussion: “the proposed analysis will map relative differences between ice types, even if the specific ice type cannot be classified”. But how is this true? But what, other than anomalous variability in reported SIC, is actually being measured by this metric? Why does this have anything to do with ice type, and what is the author actually referring to here by “ice type”??

**Answer:** I acknowledge that I overlooked these concepts, by assuming that they had common meaning and went straight to the application of the methodology. I have now realised the importance of giving more context on how sea ice is described in direct observations and how these features of sea-ice heterogeneity do not co-vary with SIC. This will include considerations from the Expert Group on Antarctic Sea-ice Processes and Climate (ASPeCt), as well as the WMO codes. Ice type is indeed an ambiguous term, which is used differently in different contexts and not necessarily linked to thickness and/or concentration. I will add additional references on the role of frazil ice and how more relevant it is in the Southern Ocean in determining retrieval of 100% ice cover in MIZ conditions. As opposed to the Arctic, supercooled water in a turbulent environment leads to surface accumulation of grey-white ice, which prevents pancakes to cement thus allowing wave penetration in the interior. Small changes in SIC close to 100%, which very unlikely would be constrained to the 15-80% threshold, would then be indicative of the
presence of MIZ processes.

RC1: The author does not provide a physical basis for *how* the MIZ should be defined, anyways, using different terminology at different points throughout before settling on (L281) “variability”. Their variability is by construction the anomalous temporal variability of PM-SIC retrievals.

But what the author also emphasizes, as tends to be the case in the literature, is that the MIZ is characterized visually by horizontal variability, i.e. in terms of floe-to-floe heterogeneity, not necessarily temporal variability. Why one should be interchanged with the other is not clear.

Answer: I agree that in the submitted manuscript there is room for improving the terminology and the background definitions. It is important to acknowledge that the traditional 15-80% threshold is operational and not derived from physical bases. Earth Obs measurements from PM cannot retrieve the physical features, which I propose here to indirectly address through the analysis of variability. Variability is however a generic term and I agree that it needs to be better constrained in the revised manuscript. In Antarctic sea ice literature there is limited knowledge about the typical physical conditions of the MIZ throughout the year and beyond the Weddell Sea or Ross Sea regions. Summer conditions have been observed more often during the relief voyages. In the revised version I will restructure the introduction to clarify the complexity of identifying the physical bases towards a better definition. In the current manuscript I have reported the definitions from textbook and papers, in which sea ice in the MIZ is “assumed” to be in open pack conditions, with higher chances of drifting ice and the penetration of gravity waves due to the floes being smaller than the wavelength. In the MIZ there are also higher chances that the wave field is responsible for setting the sea-ice thickness. However, I do recognise that all these descriptions are not accurate definitions and are often indirectly derived. This increases the complexity of demonstrating the validity of any measure of MIZ feature.

In the revised manuscript I will explain that variability encompasses a variety of cases in the real MIZ, at least according to the most recent observations in winter. I will also explain why an ergodic hypothesis is a natural basis for constructing a metric, especially when comparing with numerical models based on the continuum hypothesis. Spatial and temporal heterogeneities are a combination of different processes, which are expressed in the concept of the total or material derivative. The reason why these inhomogeneities are important is that air-sea ice-ocean exchanges of gas and momentum are enhanced or dampened according to the surface features. This may not however be the best way to describe sea ice, as indicated by the growing number of models including floe-floe interactions and Lagrangian dynamics. I will expand the discussion to include possible ways to use these results to assess model results and guide us towards the improvement of model parameterizations.

RC1: The evidence supporting the use of this new definition is in part that all four products agree on a climatological seasonal cycle of MIZ extent. The NOAA/NSIDC CDR product used here is simply the maximum value of the NT/BT algorithms (https://doi.org/10.7265/efmz-2t65). Thus the apparent spread in algorithms presented in Fig 5a is in part artificial as NT/BT largely agree, and the CDR product must be smaller than both by definition and should not be compared. As for why the OSI-SAF product produces a more wide distribution of SICs, this has its own substantial literature (e.g. Kern 2019/2020). These algorithms also agree on other metrics too, like SIE. So a global metric with agreement is not altogether all that motivating - there are ways that we know these algorithms all agree, and it may be that the metric you obtain is covariant with one of those. Still, figuring out whether the agreement is “real” requires some further work. First, it is not necessarily clear they are agreeing for the right reasons: it would be useful to check the marginal ice zone fraction (Horvat, 2021) in concert with the MIZ extent
(Rolph et al 2020), as this illustrates whether this agreement is consistent with the same sea ice coverage in general.

**Answer:** I have grouped these comments together since they all pertain to the quality of the products and how the proposed indicator reduces the spread in measuring the MIZ extent.

I am not entirely sure what the reviewer means by saying that the spread obtained using the SIC threshold is artificial. It has been previously observed (Stroeve et al., 2016) and it comes from applying the same methodology to products that intend to represent the same physical feature. The CDR product is slightly more complex than the maximum value between the BT and NT algorithms especially at the sea-ice edge. To my knowledge, it is a product meant to be an improvement on the individual algorithms. The rationale behind this choice is that PM algorithms tend to underestimate concentration during the summer melt season (Meier et al., 2014). Since greater underestimation is typical in the NT algorithm, then the CDR implements a 10% cutoff of the BT field and then maximises the values between the two. This means that all values lower than 10% from the BT product are not included in the CDR. I do not agree with not comparing the CDR against the individual products, because this choice (driven by considerations on the summer ice conditions) does have an impact on the MIZ estimation. These concepts will be added to the revised manuscript.

There is evidence that estimates of MIZ extent from BT and NT do not agree (Stroeve et al. 2016). It is true that they agree on the overall SIE, but the aim of this work is to analyse the MIZ features in Antarctic sea ice. I think the arguments raised by the reviewer are partly reinforcing the conclusions I draw in this work. Despite the known limitations of each product, they all retrieve a similar measure of “variability” in sea ice, which translates into a similar estimate of the climatological MIZ extent. There is more agreement in the seasonality than found with the SIC threshold because the use of anomalies removes some of the biases of the various algorithms. This is to me an indication that there is an underlying physical meaning that goes beyond the technical limitations of each algorithm.

This does not mean that the extent obtained through the \(\sigma\) is a better estimate of the MIZ. I clearly did not explain properly that the proposed indicator is not meant to substitute the estimates of SIE in the MIZ, because it is not directly comparable with the standard pack ice SIE, or other measures as the MIZ fraction proposed by Horvat (2021). This will be improved in the revision. I thank the reviewer for suggesting the recent paper by Horvat that was published when my analysis was already completed. The same reasons indicated in that paper have been driving my search for a complementary measure, and I will add these considerations in the revision.

My indicator gives additional information to what Horvat is proposing, and would likely help to further assess climate models. I used the binary mask to provide evidence of a much more extended region of variable sea ice that presents conditions more akin to the MIZ. I understand that this is misleading since I used the area as a simpler measure to relate it to the MIZ extent computation. This is clearly shown in Fig. 7, in which the number of pixels affected by higher variance of SIC is larger than the number of pixels that would be classified as sea-ice covered based on the SIE criterion. This has also been flagged by the other reviewer as a part that needs improvement, and it will be amended in the revision.

I finally acknowledge that a global metric is not the only reason why this diagnostic should be considered as a complement to the SIC-based estimates. What does this agreement mean and how it changes over years and regions is a question that I intend to explore further and add to the revised manuscript.

**RC1:** As the author indicates the use of \(\sigma\) can give rise to broaden extents, is it
possible that this is covariant with larger $\sigma$-MIZs? Additionally looking at the spatial coherence of the MIZ definition between different products will also indicate if the $\sigma$ value is the same locationally, or if the definitions agree only when integrated globally.

**Answer:** I thank the reviewer for this comment. A spatial analysis will be added to the revised manuscript. There could be more variability in the regions where the band of MIZ is larger, and this could further help to understand the differences between the products.

**RC1:** Further, the author clearly notes that two processes can give rise to high values of $\sigma$: broad-scale thermodynamic processes that cause the ice edge to retreat/expand, or pixel-scale variability (perhaps caused by storms, though this is not spelled out in detail). There is no exploration of which actually drives this change, but it is sorely needed: a physical driver over $\sigma$ values should be foundational to its definition.

**Answer:** It is explicitly indicated in the manuscript that this analysis addresses both the seasonal advance/retreat of sea ice and the local variability induced by atmospheric forcing. I am indeed referring to extratropical cyclones, and I will make this relation more clear.

As mentioned in one of the previous answers, the current definition of the MIZ is not based on specific physical drivers, and the proposed indicator is still based on SIC data from space. Thermodynamic and dynamic processes both contribute to changes in the temperature brightness, which is the only proxy we have. Only in situ data from a large-scale observational system that combines drift and thermodynamic fluxes will produce the proper database to separate these components. These experiments have been done in the Arctic, but not yet in the Antarctic MIZ. I agree with the reviewer that this is much needed, but I argue that it would not still be possible based on the existing data from Antarctic sea ice.

It is instead possible to separate the role played by synoptic scales from the variability associated to advance/retreat. This is currently the work of a PhD student I am supervising, who published an initial analysis on the association between atmospheric anomalies and sea ice (Hepworth et al., 2022). She is applying a similar methodology, but focusing on the 5-7 days scale of polar cyclones. I will mention in the revised discussion that a follow up work will analyse the two different drivers.

**RC1:** As mentioned, one very important thing we do know is that all PM-SIC algorithms largely agree on Antarctic sea ice area and extent - so it is possible they also should have similar retreat/extent patterns of the sea ice edge. If this is the leading cause of elevated $\sigma$ values, then the algorithms would agree - $\sigma$ values are simply reflecting a synoptic change which could equally well be observed in the SIC values alone. It might be easy to check this, too - if all monthly values are declining or increasing, then the variability being measured is expansion or retreat of the ice edge, and not intra-monthly heterogeneity in the sea ice.

**Answer:** If I interpret this comment correctly, it implies that the agreement presented in Fig. 5 is indicative of this method being capable of capturing the seasonal advancement/retreat in a more consistent way. If that would be observable in the absolute value of SIC alone, then the threshold-based estimates would agree. My argument is that the use of the threshold inevitably restrict the extent of the MIZ and its north-south progression, because certain regions of sea ice with SIC > 80% are not accounted for, while they have been observed to be classified as MIZ (as I will explain in the revised introduction referring to the existing literature).

The proposed indicator is indeed meant to capture the seasonal progression of the MIZ across the Southern Ocean as well as the intra-monthly heterogeneity. I realise that this is however only explained in the method section, and will now be introduced earlier as one of the main aims of the work.
**Answer:** I agree that this method would add an intensity to the binary mask provided by the SIC threshold, thus making it more similar to the proposed indicator. However, binary indicators based on the 15-80 threshold would still not detect changes when sea ice is above 80%, a condition often found in the MIZ (please refer to the first two comments for how I will expand on this issue in the revised manuscript). I do see the point made by the reviewer and will provide a discussion on other possible alternatives in the revised version of the manuscript. I am glad that this manuscript is leading to a further search for alternative ways of determining the MIZ state. Such an indicator could be useful to detect the type of seasonal progression. For instance, if we assume a linear increase in sea ice over a month from 0% to 100%, the average of this binary indicator will tend to 0.65. Other fractions may be indicative of different types of seasonal growth conditions.

**Answer:** The reviewer is entirely right on this part, which has been investigated during my analysis but not adequately reported. I agree that this uncertainty may have a higher impact on the indicator than on the threshold method. In the revised version I will include a comparison with the mean total error, to show that the \( \sigma \) signal is higher than the retrieval error. Specifically, I will use monthly root mean square error as an indicator of retrieval uncertainty.

I will also add a section to show how the use of "filters" like capping, ocean pixels and time/space interpolation may impact the application of the method. This is now necessary since the version 4 of the dataset I used in the present manuscript implements these filters by default. This analysis will then be extended to the OSI-450 product, because my conclusion on the difference between the standard OSI-450 and NSIDC V4 is not valid anymore (both products are now released with the interpolated field).

**Answer:** This improvement will be made in the revised version. Please see the answer to the first suggestion below.

**Suggestions from Reviewer 1**

**RC1:** I could, for example, propose a wholly different metric: what if you produced daily maps of the SIC-threshold MIZ (i.e. identified points with 15-80% SIC every day), and averaged this binary indicator over each month instead of defining the threshold on the monthly climatology? How different would this look from the "variability" metric, e.g. in Fig.s 3-4? Why is this metric any better or worse?

**Answer:** Finally, there is no discussion of the influence on retrieval uncertainty on \( \sigma \) results, and there ought to be. Such errors directly impact the variability measure but will not impact the SIC thresholding (unless occurring at 15\% or 80\% SIC), which is why extent and the MIZ are designed in the way they are. There can be immense variability day-to-day, and errors for non-compact ice can be high. Without a formal assessment of the impact of measurement uncertainty, it is not possible to assess whether there is any true variability being measured. A particular problem raised in the PM observational literature is the "truncation" of SIC estimates (see Kern et al 2019) - most algorithms frequently can return SIC > 1, and then set SIC > 1 to 1. But this can bias the statistics of metrics like \( \sigma \), and shouldn't because it reflect a real "observation". The OSI-450 product is a good choice here because it actually reports the true SIC estimate, which can be used in your assessment of the variability and extent (this field is raw_ice_conc_values in OSI-450 output).

**Answer:** Finally, the discussion circles around the meaning of variability without doing any direct comparison to other observations. I have mentioned the many asides to MIZ physics and ice types, which is not reflected in the product itself (and is readily admitted by the author, see L270), nor supported in the analysis. These should be a major part of what makes this definition useful, but they do not support its inclusion.

**Answer:** This improvement will be made in the revised version. Please see the answer to the first suggestion below.
First, the author should relate the new definition to some physical properties of the sea ice cover relevant for those who might be interested in this definition. It is true that the current MIZ definition was simply defined operationally. But an alternate definition should have additional reasons for its suggestion. This would require the use of alternate data, i.e. a case study in a particular region with imagery, or similar, to give evidence that high \( \sigma \) regions are indeed compatible with a physical definition of the MIZ. Datasets on sea ice age, floe size, waves, surface roughness, etc, all do exist and could be used to further this effort.

I thank the reviewer for this suggestion, which will be implemented in the revised manuscript. I acknowledge the succinct description that I provided in the introduction about the need to ground the alternate definition on physical conditions observed in the MIZ. I agree that descriptive MIZ features can be obtained from literature, although these datasets are unlikely to be comprehensive enough in a spatial and temporal sense. I have selected a few examples that include direct floe size measurements, satellite imageries and reported sea-ice visual conditions and I will use them to assess the value of the indicator and the difference with respect to the operational MIZ classification. I am not aware of any dataset or product related to sea ice age in Antarctica. To the best of my knowledge, the NSIDC age product (https://doi.org/10.5067/UTAV7490FEPB, Tschudi et al, 2020) is only available for the Arctic. The assessment will be done considering the climatological intent of determining regions of higher variability that is at the basis of this approach. A comparison with instantaneous observations (e.g. SAR images) or short-term cruises will need to be put into context, and this will be done accordingly in the revision. Furthermore, this indicator could be used to detect persistent artefacts in SIC retrieval (e.g. Lam et al., 2018, for an example of an erroneous persistent polynya in a region where such a feature is absent). Regions of known permanent sea-ice cover (as for instance regions of M-Y ice) may show unrealistically high variability which can be identified by using the proposed anomaly method.

Second, the author should separate the aforementioned sources of variability into that due to ice-edge retreat, real inter-monthly variability in ice conditions, and PM uncertainty. This is necessary to know whether \( \sigma \) actually contains useful information or is just reflecting uncertainty at the ice edge. Perhaps it is! That might be a useful back-door way of observing the MIZ, but without knowing it is impossible to do more than speculate.

As explained in the answers to some of the comments above, the aim of this paper is to jointly analyse the two main sources of variability in Antarctic MIZ: seasonal advance/retreat and subseasonal changes driven by synoptic atmospheric features. This will be made more explicit in the revised version. I acknowledge the importance of including an analysis of PM uncertainty, which has been left out from the current manuscript. This will be further extended to consider the impact of the various filters (capping, interpolation, etc.) on the indicator (this is essential to use the new version 4 of the NSIDC dataset).

I would however prefer to leave the discrimination of the source of variability to a further work, since this is the topic of a PhD thesis that started 2 years ago and the results will be submitted within this year. An initial analysis towards the role played by polar cyclones has been published by Hepworth et al (2022).
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